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Proper assembly and function of cytochrome c oxidase, which catalyzes the reduction of O2 and
generates the proton gradient driving ATP synthesis, depend on correct copper delivery and
incorporation. Structural details about the protein-protein complexes involved in this process are still
missing. We describe here models of four complexes along this pathway obtained by combining
bioinformatics interface predictions with information-driven docking and discuss their relevance with
respect to known and pathogenic mutations.
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Introduction
The reduction of molecular oxygen, catalyzed by cytochrome
c oxidase (CcO) (the terminal enzyme in the electron transport
system) is of vital importance, since it generates the proton
gradient that drives synthesis of ATP. Multiple subunits and
several cofactors are necessary for catalytic activity, including
two hemes, a magnesium ion, a zinc ion, and three copper ions.
In particular, the copper ions are located in subunits CoxI and
CoxII, which contain the CuB and CuA centers, respectively. CcO
is located in the inner mitochondrial membrane, and the two
copper binding subunits are encoded by the mitochondrial
genome; therefore, copper insertion must occur within this
organelle. Insertion of these cofactors and assembly of the CcO
complex requires a number of accessory proteins,1 but little is
known about this assembly process.
In particular, the mechanism of copper delivery to CcO is a
long-standing puzzle. In eukaryotes, copper insertion involves
the key mitochondrial copper chaperone Cox17, which acts as
a donor of Cu(I) to both Sco1 and Cox11.2 Sco1 is known to
interact with CoxII3 and is proposed to donate Cu(I) to the CuA
center, whereas Cox11 is a mitochondrial co-chaperone that
provides copper to the CuB center of the subunit CoxI.4 CoxII
is an integral membrane subunit of CcO anchored to the inner
membrane of mitochondria through two transmembrane
helices. Its hydrophilic C-terminal part contains the copper
binding site and projects out in the inner membrane space.
Both Sco1 and Cox11 are anchored to the mitochondrial inner
membrane by a single transmembrane helix with the soluble
domain located in the inner membrane space, whereas Cox17
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is a nonmembrane protein. A schematic overview of this
pathway is shown in Figure 1. The importance of copper and
the essential role of these proteins are indicated by the onset
of various pathologies when the function of one of these
proteins is impaired by protein mutation.5-7 Although 3D
structures of the individual proteins are known, nothing is
known about their interaction mode, and full experimental
characterization of the complexes is hampered, among others,
by the instability of a number of components and the transient
nature of the protein-protein interaction which does not
therefore produce sizably populated states.8
Docking is a computational methodology that uses the
known structures of the components of a complex to generate
a model for the complex. Docking approaches are becoming
increasingly popular for investigating intermolecular complexes
whose structures cannot be studied by classical structural
methods.9-11 They have been applied to a variety of complexes,
among which are a complex related to the pathway we
investigate here, cytochrome c-cytochrome c oxidase,12 and
some other copper transfer complexes, such as PacSN-ScAtx113
and Atx1-Ccc2.14
Here, we apply the data-driven docking approach HADDOCK15 to model complexes along the CcO copper-delivery
pathway for human proteins. Since no experimental information is available for the complexes that are formed (in contrast
to the previously studied complexes mentioned above), we use
bioinformatics tools to predict interface residues in order to
generate restraints to drive the docking. Specifically, we model
the interactions between Cox17 and Sco1, Sco1 and CoxII,
Cox17 and Cox11, and Cox11 and Cox11 (since Cox11 is known
to form a homodimer16,17). Note that we do not model the
Cox11-CoxI complex, since the CuB site is buried deeply inside
CoxI, and copper insertion is thought to occur co-translation10.1021/pr060651f CCC: $37.00
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Figure 1. Overview of the copper metalation pathway of CoxI and CoxII mediated by Cox11 and Sco1, respectively. CoxI, CoxII, Cox11,
and Sco1 are part of the mitochondrial inner membrane, whereas Cox17 is in the intermembrane space. Arrows indicate the transfer
of copper. We modeled the interactions depicted in this figure: Cox17-Sco1, Sco1-CoxII, and Cox17-Cox11, and in addition, the
Cox11 homodimer (see text for details); we did not model the Cox11-CoxI interaction, since copper is thought to be inserted in CoxI
co-translationally before folding of CoxI.

ally, that is, before CoxI folding.18,19 As we recognize the
importance of metal ions in mediating protein-protein interactions in such systems,20 all models are generated in the
explicit presence of copper, making use, when available, of
experimental information about its coordination derived from
EXAFS data. A similar approach has been applied for the
modeling of the Atx1-Ccc2 complex,14 which structure was
later confirmed experimentally,20 thus, providing confidence
in the modeling strategy followed here.

Methods
Structural Coordinates. Models for the human proteins
along the copper-delivery pathway were generated with Modeller 641 using the templates listed in Table 1 of Supporting
Information. Out of 1000 generated models, the 10 best based
on the objective score were used for docking. WHATIF42 was
used for determination of the protonation state of the histidines. Copper was introduced with charge +1; for the appropriate cysteines (see Table 1), the SH atom was removed
and the partial charges for side chain atoms were set to +0.18
for CB and -0.45 for SG (instead of -0.68). In this way, the
total net charge of two cysteines plus copper is zero. All
nonpolar hydrogens were removed to speed up the docking
calculations.
Interface Prediction. WHISCY22 and ProMate23 were used
for interface predictions and combined for consensus scoring
using WHISCYMATE.22 Multiple sequence alignments were
constructed by first finding homologues of the human proteins
using blastp against the nr database using default settings
(Word Size 3; Expect 10; Blosum62 matrix; Gap Costs: existence
11, extension 1),43 except that a restriction to only eukaryote

sequences was used since the copper-delivery pathway might
be different in prokaryotes as compared to eukaryotes (for
example, Cox17 is only found in eukaryotes44). Subsequently,
multiple sequence alignment was performed using ClustalW
1.83.45 ProMate predictions were obtained making use of the
Web interface of ProMate (http://bioportal.weizmann.ac.il/
promate/), using default settings. For WHISCYMATE, a residue
was predicted if its ProMate score was higher than or equal to
98.520, its WHISCY score higher than or equal to 0.371, or if
its ProMate and WHISCY scores were both higher than or equal
to 55.420 and 0.107, respectively. Interface predictions were
used to generate Ambiguous Interaction Restraints as discussed
before:22 predicted residues were designated active residues and
their surface neighbors passive residues. We also used PPIPred46 for interface prediction; PPI-Pred output consists of a
most likely binding site location and two other possible binding
site. In each case, the PPI-Pred predictions were overlapping
with the WHISCYMATE predictions, although the overlap did
not always occur with the most likely PPI-Pred predicted
binding site.
Copper-Based Restraints. When appropriate, we defined
(unambiguous) restraints between the copper and the S atoms
of coordinating cysteines on both the delivering (holo) and
accepting (apo) protein partner. The restraint distance was 2.4
( 0.1 Å; residues involved in those restraints are listed in Table
1. For the Cox11 homodimer, restraints were based on EXAFS
data which indicate the presence of three sulfur atoms at 2.23
Å in the first coordination shell of the copper ion, and a second
copper at 2.7 Å.16
Docking Protocol. HADDOCK15 uses ambiguous interaction
restraints (AIRs) defined from any available information about
Journal of Proteome Research • Vol. 6, No. 4, 2007 1531
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Table 1. List of Active and Passive Interface Residues Used for Dockinga
Active
Passive
Cu-binding
Active
Passive
Cu-binding
Active
Passive
Cu-binding
Active
Passive
Cu-binding

Cox17
C23, C24, A25, C26, P27, R33, D34, C36, I37, C55, M56, A58, L59, G60, F61
P19, L20, K21, E28, K30, K31, A32, A35, E39, K40, G41, E42, E43, H44, G46, H47, E50, K53, E54, R57, K62
Cys23, Cys26
Sco1
G10, F38, T39, C41, P42, D43, C45, P46, L49, F72, I75, D76, Y88, F92, A110, R111, Y113, R114, Y116, Y117,
S118, Y128, I129, V130, D131, T133, I134, Y137, G143, F145, Y148
L7, L8, S13, Y27, L28, G29, E47, E50, E78, T81, A84, N87, K90, E91, P94, R103, E104, D107, Q108, A112, P119,
G120, P121, K122, D125, E126, D127, D142, E144, L146, N152
Cys41,Cys45
Cox11
Q38, Q39, L51, F53, K83, I84, Q85, C86, F87, C88, E90, V100, D101, M102, P103, V104, F105
G2, K20, N24, A25, D26, V27, N34, R36, T40, E41, Y43, E48, T49, A50, T69, N71, F75, Q79, Q92, R93, E98, E99,
D122, L123, S127, T129, F131
Cys86, Cys88; Cu-Cu restraint
CoxII
Q103, T104, Y121, R134, D139, D158, V159, Q195, S197, I199, G201, A202, N203, S205
N119, P124, P125, L128, L133, N140, R141, Q157, L160, P166, K171, D173, P176, V191
Cys196, Cys200

a
For all complexes, ambiguous interaction restraints were defined using active and passive residues as listed in the table, based on WHISCYMATE predictions.
Active residues are residues predicted to be involved in the interaction, and passive residues are their surface neighbors. In addition, copper-based restraints
were defined as described in Methods using the residues listed in the table.

the interface. In our case, active residues were based on
interface predictions, as mentioned above. The definition of
AIRs has been described in detail before.15 The docking protocol
consists of three consecutive stages:15
(i) randomization of orientations followed by rigid body
energy minimization (EM);
(ii) semi-flexible simulated annealing in torsion angle space
(TAD-SA), which consists of (ii-a) a rigid body Molecular
Dynamics search and first simulated annealing, (ii-b) a second
semi-flexible simulated annealing during which side chains at
the interface are free to move, and (ii-c) a third semi-flexible
simulated annealing during which both side chains and
backbone at the interface are free to move; and
(iii) final refinement in Cartesian space with explicit solvent.
The docking was performed starting from models for the
human proteins along the Cu-delivery pathway (see above).
For each protein, 10 models were used, resulting in 100
different combinations. In the initial rigid body docking phase,
1000 structures were generated (10 for each combination), and
the best 200 in terms of total intermolecular energy were further
submitted to the semi-flexible simulated annealing and final
water refinement. Flexible segments were based on the active
and passive residues (2 consecutive residues. In addition, for
Cox17, the first 22 disordered residues were treated as fully
flexible.
Nonbonded intermolecular interactions were calculated with
an 8.5 Å cutoff using the OPLS parameters.47 The dielectric
constant epsilon was set to 10 in the vacuum part of the
protocol and to 1 for the explicit solvent refinement. To account
for the presence of false positives in the interface predictions,
for each docking trial, 50% of the restraints based on the
interface predictions were randomly discarded. To keep the
secondary structure elements intact during the simulated
annealing refinement, hydrogen bond and dihedral angle
restraints were introduced. We used DSSP48 to identify secondary structure elements in the top ranking homology model:
dihedral angle restraints were defined as the measured dihedral
angle ( a 20° range, and in the case of R-helices, hydrogen
bond restraints were defined between each O(i)-N(i+4) pair
(lower and upper bound 2.3 and 3.5 Å, respectively) and O(i)HN(i+4) pair (lower and upper bound 1.7 and 2.5 Å, respec1532
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tively). In addition, we used C2-symmetry restraints49 and NCSrestraints for the Cox11 homodimer.
The structures were ranked based on the HADDOCK score
with standard weights50 (after water refinement: HADDOCK
score ) 1.0‚Evdw + 0.2‚Eelec + 0.1‚Edist 0.1 + 1.0‚Esolv, where
the four terms in the summation are the van der Waals energy,
electrostatic energy, distance restraint energy, and desolvation
energy terms, respectively). In addition, we also scored the
solutions using DFIRE (a statistical energy function based on
the reference state of distance-scaled, finite, ideal gases51),
FastContact (an estimate of the binding free energy based on
a statistically determined desolvation contact potential and
Coulomb electrostatics with a distance-dependent dielectric
constant52), and Probe (which uses small-probe contact dots
to assess the goodness-of-fit53); the latter was calculated using
the MolProbity package.54 The final selection of clusters was
based on the HADDOCK score.
The docking solutions were clustered based on positional
rmsd values using a 7.5 Å cutoff; only clusters with at least 5
members were analyzed. The rmsd values were calculated on
the interface backbone atoms of the smallest component after
superposition on the interface backbone atoms of the largest
component. This can be termed “ligand interface rmsd”.
Analysis of Intermolecular Contacts. Intermolecular contacts (hydrogen bonds and nonbonded contacts) were analyzed
with DIMPLOT, which is part of the LIGPLOT software,55 using
the default settings (3.9 Å heavy-atoms distance cutoff for
nonbonded contacts; 2.7 and 3.35 Å proton-acceptor and
donor-acceptor distance cutoffs, respectively, with minimum
90° angles (D-H-A, H-A-AA, D-A-AA) for hydrogen bonds.
A contact is defined to be present if it is found in at least 3 of
the 5 best structures.

Results and Discussion
Bioinformatic Prediction-Driven Modeling. To obtain insight into the CcO copper-delivery pathway, we modeled the
structures of the human Cox17, Cox11, and CoxII (for details
see Methods); the resulting structures, together with the
recently solved structure of human Sco121 are shown in Figure
2, and some characteristics are listed in Table 1 of Supporting
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Figure 2. Ribbon representations of (A) the homology model of
Cox17, (B) the NMR structure of Sco1, (C) the homology model
of CoxII, and (D) the homology model of Cox11. The proteins
are color coded using a color ramp from blue (N-term) to red
(C-term). The copper coordinating residues are shown in cpk, and
the copper atom is colored magenta (in Cox17, Sco1, and Cox11;
CoxII is shown without copper since only apo-CoxII is used in
the docking). Homology modeling was performed using Modeller
as described in Methods using templates listed in Table 1
Supporting Information. The figures were generated using MolScript56 and Raster3D.57

Information. In Cox17 and Cox11, the copper ion was placed
halfway between the S-atom of two coordinating cysteines (see
Table 1), and the structure was subjected to a short energy
minimization; the Sco1 structure already contained copper.
These structures were used as input structures for modeling
the following complexes: Cox17(Cu)-Sco1, Sco1(Cu)-CoxII,
Cox17(Cu)-Cox11, and Cox11(Cu)-Cox11(Cu). Since there is
no experimental information on the protein-protein interface
in those complexes, we used WHISCY22 and PROMATE23
interface predictions (see Methods) to generate ambiguous
interaction restraints (AIRs) to drive the docking. The predicted
interaction surfaces are summarized in Table 1 and are also
mapped onto the respective structures in Figure 3. In all cases,
the predictions indicate patches around the copper-binding
site, which makes sense, since these proteins interact in order
to transfer copper. Note that we did not restrict the interaction
region to this site; the fact that they do cluster around the
copper binding sites makes us confident that those predictions
are meaningful and can be used in the modeling of these
complexes. In addition to the interface prediction-based restraints, we also defined restraints between the copper and each
of the coordinating cysteines of both protein partners (for
details see Methods). For each complex, we performed three
different docking runs, using (i) the AIRs based on interface
predictions, (ii) the copper-based restraints, and (iii) both
restraints simultaneously. Similar results were obtained with
the various approaches, but since the latter approach gave the
best convergence, we will only present results from the docking
runs using the combined set of restraints.
The calculated adduct structures were then clustered, based
on their pairwise rmsd values, using a 7.5 Å cutoff. In Table 2,
the statistics of the resulting clusters are shown, including rmsd
from the lowest energy structure and scores according to
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Figure 3. Space filling representation of the homology model
of Cox17 (A), the NMR structure of Sco1 (B), and the homology
models of CoxII (C) and Cox11 (D). Proteins are color coded to
indicate active (red) and passive (green) residues used for
docking (see Table 1 for the corresponding residue numbers).
Active residues are defined based on interface predictions using
WHISCY,22 PROMATE,23 and their combination WHISCYMATE;22
passive residues are surface neighbors of active residues (see
Methods).

different scoring schemes. The latter include HADDOCK score
and DFIRE, FastContact, and Probe (see Methods). As a general
rule, we propose as predicted model the structures with the
lowest HADDOCK score from the cluster with the lowest
average HADDOCK score. For Sco1-CoxII and Cox17-Cox11,
this leads to the unambiguous selection of one cluster; for
Cox17-Sco1 and Cox11-Cox11, however, there are two clusters
with almost equal score (see further discussion below). The
structural models for these four complexes are shown in Figure
4; Table 2 of Supporting Information summarizes the observed
intermolecular contacts, and Supporting Information Table 3
gives statistics of copper-cysteine contacts in the models. In
the following, we will analyze them in more detail and discuss
their biological implications.
Analysis of Copper-Transfer Complexes. 1. Cox17-Sco1.
As noted above, we find two clusters of solutions for the
Cox17-Sco1 complex, with comparable HADDOCK score
(although cluster 1 scores slightly better when assessed by
FastContact, Dfire, and Probe, see Table 2). As shown in Figure
4, the orientation of the two molecules in these models is rather
different. This is reflected in the difference between intermolecular contacts in the two clusters (see Table 2 Supporting
Information). One key difference is the role of Cox17 Arg33,
which is expected to be involved in complex formation with
Sco1, as it results from mutagenesis studies.24 In both clusters,
it is involved in an intermolecular salt bridge, with Glu48 in
cluster 1 and with Asp123 in cluster 2. Another difference is
found for the interaction of Cox17 Phe61. In cluster 1, Phe61
is involved in contacts with Arg114, Ile135, and Tyr137, whereas
in cluster 2, it contacts Asp43, Val44, and Glu47. These data
provide testable hypotheses for mutation experiments in order
to select between the two models.
We analyzed our models to gain some insight into the copper
transfer mechanism. When the copper-based restraints are
Journal of Proteome Research • Vol. 6, No. 4, 2007 1533
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Table 2. Statistics of Clusters Obtained by Data-Driven Dockinga
no.c

Nst

rmsd
-Emin

HADDOCK
score

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

33
56
27
9
24
15
8

3.8 (2.0)
13.6 (0.6)
9.3 (1.0)
13.6 (0.4)
10.7 (2.0)
5.9 (1.4)
9.2 (1.7)

-140 (15)
-135 (10)
-112 (12)
-106 (44)
-95 (17)
-93 (22)
-74 (7)

1
2
3
4
5
6

132
12
14
9
8
7

6.5 (3.3)
13.9 (0.6)
14.0 (2.2)
11.2 (0.7)
16.5 (1.1)
9.4 (1.2)

-106 (5)
-86 (6)
-65 (5)
-45 (17)
-44 (8)
-34 (9)

1
2
3
4
5

125
15
26
12
10

4.5 (2.9)
6.1 (1.7)
8.9 (1.4)
14.4 (1.2)
8.0 (1.9)

-159 (8)
-148 (6)
-137 (7)
-113 (9)
-112 (11)

1
2
3
4

40
22
114
8

1.8 (1.2)
8.2 (0.3)
16.9 (0.8)
20.7 (0.5)

-117 (8)
-117 (6)
-99 (6)
-62 (6)

Dfire

BSA
(Å2)

Cox17 (Cu)-Sco1 (apo)
-19.2 (1.9)
2289 (247)
-16.1 (1.8)
2412 (285)
-16.5 (2.0)
2192 (254)
-19.6 (2.3)
2354 (388)
-14.7 (1.8)
1962 (238)
-16.6 (3.1)
2031 (284)
-15.6 (2.2)
1887 (220)
Sco1 (Cu)-CoxII (apo)
-18.2 (1.3)
1943 (181)
-18.3 (1.0)
1938 (76)
-14.7 (0.5)
1798 (194)
-14.0 (1.3)
1691 (219)
-14.4 (0.7)
1685 (237)
-15.2 (1.4)
1858 (214)
Cox17 (Cu)-Cox11 (apo)
-17.8 (0.6)
1835 (134)
-17.6 (0.9)
1998 (158)
-18.0 (0.6)
1885 (162)
-15.0 (1.6)
1779 (129)
-14.4 (1.0)
1828 (119)
Cox11 (Cu)-Cox11 (Cu)
-18.8 (1.0)
2291 (135)
-19.5 (2.0)
2366 (114)
-16.4 (1.1)
1733 (98)
-16.9 (1.2)
1563 (112)

Fastcontact
(kcal/mol)

probe
(a.u.)

d
(Å)b

-42.1 (3.1)
-37.1 (4.4)
-25.6 (6.7)
-38.8 (8.7)
-43.0 (5.7)
-41.6 (7.4)
-37.2 (8.8)

8.7 (6.4)
7.2 (8.9)
-0.8 (9.0)
17.6 (14.2)
14.3 (9.3)
14.3 (11.8)
12.3 (6.4)

2.6
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.2
2.3
2.2

-25.1 (6.1)
-26.5 (3.8)
-17.3 (3.0)
-22.1 (2.7)
-19.0 (4.7)
-15.2 (4.1)

11.5 (8.1)
11.9 (4.6)
20.2 (5.3)
7.4 (10.7)
9.1 (9.8)
9.5 (4.7)

2.5
16.5
5.7
4.0
8.1
11.4

-39.6 (5.9)
-39.3 (5.4)
-36.8 (6.2)
-29.7 (6.6)
-26.1 (7.1)

6.8 (5.2)
11.6 (8.3)
17.5 (11.3)
3.0 (7.5)
10.8 (12.6)

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

-30.2 (2.3)
-30.7 (3.0)
-19.8 (5.9)
-12.1 (2.6)

4.1 (6.2)
7.2 (6.8)
1.8 (9.4)
-3.1 (15.7)

-

a Statistics of all clusters with at least 5 structures for the different docking runs. Averages (standard deviation in parentheses) were calculated over the best
5 structures of each cluster. Nstr, number of structures in cluster (out of 200 water refined structures); score, HADDOCK score, defined as a weighted sum of
different terms (see Methods); Dfire, statistical energy function based on the reference state of distance-scaled, finite, ideal gases;51 BSA, buried surface area.
Bold designates clusters selected as ‘best’, based on the HADDOCK score. b Lowest distance in best 5 structures from cluster between copper and Cys SG in
Cu-accepting protein. c Cluster rank according to the HADDOCK score; as discussed in the text, for Cox17-Sco1 and Cox11-Cox11, two clusters were obtained
that scored almost equally. These are referred to in the text as cluster 1 and cluster 2, respectively.

used in the calculation, in cluster 1, we find that the copper is
preferably attaching to Sco1 Cys41 (the average copper-Cys41
distance is lower than the average copper-Cys45 distance, see
Table 3A Supporting Information); in cluster 2, there is no
difference between Cys41 and Cys45 in this respect. For the
copper coordinating His132 in Sco1, we find in cluster 1 that
this histidine is the last residue to enter the coordination sphere
of copper; the average distance between NE2 of His132 and
the copper is 4.9 ( 0.9 Å. For cluster 2, this histidine is,
however, much closer to copper, with an average distance of
2.4 ( 0.8 Å.
Rerunning the water-refinement of the original docking run
without any intermolecular copper-based restraints results in
similar clusters, but now cluster 1 clearly scores better than
cluster 2: the average HADDOCK score (standard deviation)
is -154.6 (14.6) for cluster 1 compared with -126.6 (6.4) for
cluster 2. Note that this is consistent with the differences in
score according to FastContact, Dfire, and Probe, as mentioned
above, indicating indeed a preference for cluster 1. Without
the intermolecular copper-based restraints, the copper is not
transferred to Sco1 in most structures, but in those where it is,
again Cys41 is the accepting cysteine. In a docking run in which
the copper restraints were not applied (data not shown), we
also find that copper is accepted by Cys41 (in those complexes
of the cluster where the transfer does occur).
2. Sco1-CoxII. The CuA site in CoxII contains a binuclear
copper site, where the two copper ions are coordinated by two
His, one Met, a backbone CO, and by two bridging Cys. The
assembly mechanism of the binuclear center is not known; in
this system, we modeled the transfer of one copper ion,
assuming a mechanism of sequential insertion of the two
1534
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copper ions (note that for modeling the transfer of the second
copper the structure of CoxII-Cu1 should be known). Sequential insertion is a reasonable model, as it is consistent with
kinetic and copper binding studies on a CuA center engineered
into Pseudomonas aeruginosa azurin, which showed the formation first of a Cu(I) monoderivative and then, after the following
addition of Cu(II), the conversion of intermediate into the final
purple CuA center.25,26
The copper center in CoxII is buried below the surface of
the protein, and the coordinating cysteines have a relative low
solvent accessibility in the starting models (7 ( 0.3% and 4 (
1% for Cys196 and Cys200, respectively, as calculated over the
ensemble of starting structures using NACCESS27). However,
in many docking solutions, Cys200 becomes more solventexposed; in the 5 best structures of the selected cluster, the
accessibility of Cys196 is still low, 2 ( 1%, while that of Cys200
has now increased to 33 ( 19%. On the basis of our docking
results, we predict that Cys200 is the cysteine that first binds
the copper ion upon interaction with Sco1. In some models,
the copper ion is still close to one of the starting cysteines
(either Cys41 or Cys45) of Sco1, and in others, it is transferred
to CoxII Cys200. In the latter case, Sco1 His132 is no longer
coordinating the copper ion. The fact that His132 is the first
residue to leave the coordination sphere of the copper is in
agreement with the behavior of cluster 1 of the Cox17-Sco1
docking, where, upon transfer of copper toward Sco1, His132
was the last residue to accept the copper. The behavior of His
being the weaker ligand to copper has been observed also for
other complexes of copper transporting proteins, such as the
PacSN-Atx1 complex,13 where Atx1 His 61 is the first to be
displaced from coordination once the complex is formed.
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Figure 4. HADDOCK models of the complexes along the human cytochrome c oxidase copper-delivery pathway: (A) Cox17-Sco1, (B)
Sco1-CoxII, (C) Cox17-Cox11, and (D) Cox11-Cox11. Color coding: Cox17 (A and C) in orange; CoxII (B) in orange; Sco1 (A and B)
and Cox11 (C) in white. In panel D, one of the Cox11 monomers is orange and the other monomer is white. Note that for Cox17-Sco1
and Cox11-Cox11, as discussed in the text, there are two clusters of solutions with identical scores.

The distance copper travels from one protein to another can
be assessed by fitting both the CoxII and the Sco1 starting
structure onto the modeled complex and calculating the
distances between the copper in the docking model and the
copper in the initial Sco1 and CoxII structures. For the best
five structures of the cluster, the first distance is either 1-2 Å,
which is comparable to the precision of the cluster, indicating
that copper essentially remains bound to Sco1, or is around 5
Å, in the two cases where copper is transferred to CoxII Cys200.
In the latter case, the copper ion is approximately halfway the
path it has to travel from the Sco1 to the CoxII site, which is
approximately 11 Å. Because of the burial of the copper site in
CoxII, this distance is rather large, and our model most likely
only represents an intermediate state of the copper transfer.
3. Cox17-Cox11. As the structure of dimeric Cox11 is not
yet available (see below for our docking model for this dimer),
and as the monomeric Cox11-Cox17 complex is likely to be

an intermediate for copper transfer from Cox17 to Cox11, we
modeled the latter complex.
It has been suggested previously that Glu90 and Glu91 in
Cox11, which are conserved in eukaryotes but not in prokaryotes, could be involved in complex formation with Cox1716
(note that Cox17 is not present in prokaryotes). In the selected
structures, Glu91 does not form any intermolecular contacts;
in fact, in the starting structure, it forms two intramolecular
hydrogen bonds via its two OE atoms to two backbone amides.
This intramolecular role is further supported by the fact that
in prokaryotes Glu91, although not fully conserved, is in fact
present more often than Glu90. In contrast, Glu90 is found to
be involved in contacts with Cox17; these are however not welldefined, since various salt bridges to lysines of Cox17 are
observed (Lys21, Lys30, and Lys31). Over the whole cluster,
however, there is a clear preference for Glu90 of Cox11 to form
Journal of Proteome Research • Vol. 6, No. 4, 2007 1535
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contacts with Lys30 and Lys31 of Cox17 (almost 50% of the
125 structures have Glu90 salt-bridged with both Lys30 and
Lys31).
With respect to the copper transfer pathway, we find that
copper first detaches from Cys26 of Cox17, since in 83
structures out of 125, the copper is close to Cys23 (2.2 ( 0.1 Å)
and far from Cys26 (5.2 ( 2.1 Å); in the other 42 structures,
the copper is still bound to both Cys23 and Cys26. On the
Cox11 side, the Cu ion is, in most cases, bound to both Cys86
and Cys88 (107 out of 125 structures in the top ranking cluster
have the Cu within 3 Å of both cysteines), indicating that
copper transfer in this case has almost fully occurred. This
means that our model for the Cox17-Cox11 complex represents a state in the transfer pathway closer to the final copperloaded Cox11 as compared to the Cox17-Sco1 complex. This
obviously has to do with the fact that the two accepting Cys
on Cox11 are more easily accessible; the relative accessibilities
of Cys86 and Cys88 in Cox11 (calculated using NACCESS over
the ensemble of starting structures) are 55 ( 10% and 32 (
9%, respectively, whereas these are only 16 ( 7% and 3 ( 3%
for Cys41 and Cys45 in Sco1.
4. Cox11-Cox11. The dimerization of Cox11 has been shown
to occur in bacteria and yeast upon Cu(I) binding forming a
binuclear Cu(I) thiolate cluster at the dimer interface.16,17 In
addition, size exclusion chromatography followed by immunoblot analysis of human Cox11 isolated from mitochondria
showed that it exist as a homodimer.28
In this case, docking results in two clusters with comparable
scores (both HADDOCK as well as other scores, see Table 2).
The two clusters have a somewhat different orientation, but
involve in both cases a hydrophobic interface consisting of
Met102, Pro103, and Phe105. Both clusters reasonably fit the
EXAFS data that were used as restraints, although cluster 2
shows a somewhat better agreement.
Interestingly, in both clusters, the two Cox11 molecules are
oriented in an antiparallel arrangement; the angle between the
two long molecular axes is between 20° and 40° in cluster 1
and between 10° and 15° in cluster 2. Taking into account that
the N-terminal extension of Cox11 is attached to a transmembrane helix, this orientation means that the two copper ions
and their surrounding face the membrane, as shown in Figure
5. It is thought that copper is inserted into CoxI co-translationally.18 On the basis of our model, we speculate that copper
could be brought into the membrane by virtue of the Cox11
homodimer inserting into the membrane. Indeed, Phe87 and
Phe89, and Phe81 and Phe106, which are all conserved in
eukaryotes, form a hydrophobic patch around the two copper
ions (see Figure 5) that might promote interaction with the
membrane. In this way, Cox11 dimerization could help in
delivering Cu to CoxI. This is further supported by the fact that
predicting membrane interaction surfaces for the dimer (as
performed before for the monomer structures; see Methods)
indicates a putative binding site at the membrane facing site
around the copper involving the above-mentioned Phe residues.
Alternatively, this region might be involved in an interaction
with another protein. The observation that Cox11 from
Schizosaccharomyces pombe exists as a fusion protein with a
protein homologous to Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rsm22 suggests that Cox11 may have an interaction with Rsm22. Rsm22
has indeed been proposed to have a role in mitochondrial
translation.18 The interaction between Cox11 and Rsm22 might,
however, be indirect.19
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Figure 5. Resulting model for the Cox11-Cox11 homodimer as
seen from the membrane side. Note that, as discussed in the
text, there are two clusters of solutions with related but somewhat different orientations; here, we show the best scoring model
from cluster 2. On the basis of our docking model, we predict
that the dimer contains a protein or membrane interaction site;
the residues in the dimer predicted by WHISCYMATE to form
the interaction site are shown in red, and possibly interacting
phenylalanines are indicated (see text for details).

Between the C-terminal hydrophilic domain and the transmembrane domain of Cox11, there is an unstructured linker
of about 15 residues, containing a fully conserved cysteine
necessary for growth on glycerol (alanine substitutions at these
positions failed to restore growth on glycerol medium); 17 it was
argued that in the dimer, this cysteine would be involved in
an intermolecular disulfide bond with the corresponding
cysteine of the other unit.16 In both resulting clusters, the
distance between the N-terminal residues of both monomers
is around 25-30 Å, a distance which can be easily bridged by
two stretches of 10-15 residues. This means that our structures
are consistent with this model.
Relation to Human Diseases and Known Mutations. Cytochrome c oxidase deficiency is among the most frequent cases
of respiratory chain defects in humans. A wide variety of clinical
phenotypes can be present, primarily affecting those organs
with high-energy demands such as brain, skeletal muscles, and
heart.29 Here, we discuss current knowledge on mutations in
the cytochrome c oxidase copper-delivery proteins (some of
which are disease-related) in the framework of our docking
results.
It has been demonstrated that up-regulation of Cox17 is a
frequent feature of non-small cell lung cancers,30 and it was
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speculated that there could be a possibility of designing anticancer drugs that target Cox17. If this would be a viable
strategy, the structures of the complexes of Cox17 (Cox17-Sco1
and Cox17-Cox11) presented here are highly relevant, since
one way to design such a drug would be via targeting one of
those Cox17 complexes.
A study of Cox17 mutants24 highlighted the importance of
Arg33 and Asp34, which, along with most of the Cys residues,
appeared to be the only conserved residues affected by nonconservative replacements. Introduction of an oppositely charged
residue at one of those positions resulted in a complete
respiration deficiency, suggesting that the juxtaposition of two
opposite charges at this location is critical for Cox17 function.
Interestingly, in our docking results, we find that Arg33 interacts
with Sco1 (in both clusters of solutions) but not with Cox11.
This is perfectly consistent with the fact that Arg33 mutants
show specifically an extensive loss of CoxII (to which copper
would be directed via Sco1) and not of CoxI (to which copper
would be directed via Cox11).24
The residues contacting Arg33 on Sco1 are Glu48 in cluster
1 and Asp123 in cluster 2 (see Table 2 Supporting Information).
Especially the former possibility is highly interesting, since
Glu48 in Sco1 corresponds to Glu140 in the Sco1-homologue
Sco2; Glu140 is involved in the lethal mutation E140K in
Sco2.31,32 This means that if this model (cluster 1) is correct
and also applies to Sco2, our Sco1-Cox17 model would suggest
that a possible Sco2-Cox17 interaction would be disrupted by
the E140K mutation which prevents the formation of the
Arg33-Glu48 salt bridge. It is reasonable to hypothesize that
Sco1 and Sco2 form similar complexes with Cox17, since their
sequence identity is high, and all Sco1 residues contacting
Cox17 in cluster1 are conserved in Sco2. Note that, as discussed
above, cluster 1 seems somewhat more likely based on our
scoring scheme. However, a mutation in Sco1 corresponding
to the E140K mutation in Sco2 has not (yet) been found in
patients.
The only known missense mutation in human Sco1, P174L,
is associated with a fatal neonatal hepatopathy.7 The molecular
basis for dysfunction of the protein is unknown; two hypotheses
are that either Pro174 is part of an interaction surface,33 or the
P174L mutation alters Sco1 chemical and structural properties.
Our results show no involvement of Pro174 in the interaction
with either Cox17 or CoxII, and consequently, we suggest that
the latter hypothesis is correct. This also matches with the
recent findings showing that the P174L mutant has an affinity
for copper(I) which is lower than that of the wild-type protein.8
Finally, for Cox11, a set of mutants has been recently
generated.34 Since these experiments were performed before
knowledge of the Cox11 3D structure, many of these are not
very informative with respect to possible interaction surfaces
(e.g., residues Asn58, Met118, Leu126, and Tyr128 are buried).
Of the remaining mutations with considerable effect, Tyr70,
Val104, and Asp109 are not involved in contacts in our docking
solutions, whereas Pro103 is. In fact, Pro103 forms contacts
both in the Cox11 homodimer and in the Cox11-Cox17
complex. Tyr70 and Val104 are part of a pocket in Cox11 with
yet unknown function; these mutations may simply block this
pocket.34 The fact that we do not see contacts involving those
residues is consistent with this idea. In addition, Tyr70 and
Asp109 are located at the above-proposed putative membrane
or Rsm22 interacting site, which might also explain the loss of
function upon their mutation.

In an older study,17 Cys and Met residues in Cox11 were
mutated to elucidate which ones bind copper. Out of two
conserved Met, Met102 and Met118 (their numbering: Met224
and Met240), only the mutation M224L led to a decrease in
copper binding. On the basis of the structure of Cox11, it is
clear that Met102 is not involved directly in contacts with
copper. However, in cluster 1 of the Cox11-Cox11 docking
solution, Met102-Met102 make tight inter-monomer contacts.
Thus, the M224L mutation discussed above might interfere with
dimer formation.
Computational Aspects. The selection of correct solutions
(scoring) is a difficult problem in docking. In the present case,
the fact that we know that the copper ion should be transferred
imposes some additional restraints on the solutions, and this
reduces the search space. For the Cox11 homodimer, we could,
in addition, use EXAFS data. We validated our docking approach by repeating the docking of the Cox11 homodimer
without the EXAFS-derived restraints. The clusters obtained in
this way are similar to the ones obtained with inclusion of the
EXAFS data (data not shown), which supports our docking
approach.
It is interesting to analyze the influence of the starting
structure used in the ensemble docking on the final result. For
Sco1-CoxII and Cox17-Sco1, we find that whether the Cu ion
is transferred toward the accepting partner depends on the
specific starting structure used for the docking. For the Sco1CoxII complex, the Sco1 starting models all have somewhat
varying orientations for the long loop 8 (G120-I129), but there
is no clear reason why some orientations would facilitate the
transfer. What can be seen is that, when transfer takes place,
Phe38, Val44, His132, and Ile134 show a somewhat different
arrangement with respect to the starting structures; it is,
however, not clear why this arrangement should be favorable
(note that His132 is involved in the coordination of Cu). We
also find for the Cox17-Cox11 complex a large influence of
the starting conformation. As mentioned above, in this complex, the transfer is rather efficient. We observe that those
models in which no transfer takes place are mostly derived from
one specific starting conformation of Cox11 (i.e., the accepting
partner in this case); in this particular structure, the two
cysteines are somewhat further away from each other.
These observations all indicate that performing docking from
ensembles of starting conformations is worthwhile, since it
increases the chance of obtaining relevant conformations even
at the price of a larger interaction space to be searched. This
is in line with previous studies.35-40
The approach we used in this work, which is based on
docking calculations, has been shown to be quite powerful in
providing information on the interaction mode and on the
functional steps of the copper transfer processes. This approach
is the only way to structurally characterize transient, unstable
complexes, when these are present only in low ratio with
respect to the free proteins, thus, making their direct characterization by classical methods essentially impossible.

Conclusions and Perspectives
We modeled several complexes of human proteins involved
in copper delivery to cytochrome c oxidase: Cox17-Sco1,
Sco1-CoxII, Cox17-Cox11, and Cox11-Cox11. Details of these
interactions have not been obtained before, due to experimental difficulties in obtaining the 3D structures of these complexes. Our models provide new information such as structural
details on the mechanism of copper transfer in Cox17-Sco1,
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Sco1-CoxII, and Cox17-Cox11. In addition, the Cox11-Cox11
homodimer suggests a possible membrane or protein interaction site, which might be involved in copper delivery to CoxI.
Our models also provide testable hypotheses for mutagenesis
experiments by suggesting structurally important residues,
some of which are currently being mutated.
Finally, they provide a framework for understanding and
rationalizing the known information about disease-related
mutations in the cytochrome c oxidase copper-delivery pathway proteins. Our results on a limited pathway demonstrate
the viability of data-driven docking and open the route to the
modeling of larger pathways.
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